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Axxess Partners with Gateway to Promote Coding and OASIS Review Services 
 

Axxess To Make Gateway Services Available for More Than 2,000 Clients 
 

DALLAS, Tex., and DETROIT, Mich., February 6, 2019 – Home healthcare technology leader 
Axxess is offering its clients even more robust coding and OASIS documentation solutions 
through a new partnership with Gateway Home Health Coding and Consulting, LLC. 
 
Axxess, the fastest-growing home healthcare technology company, will work with Gateway, a 
leader in coding and OASIS documentation services for home health and hospice organizations, 
to provide Axxess clients solutions that enhance and complement Axxess’ easy-to-use suite of 
offerings helping organizations manage and grow their business. Axxess eventually will provide 
a dedicated location through the Quality Assurance section of its software to enable easy 
access for Gateway representatives to assist Axxess clients with needed coding, and the entire 
OASIS documentation and review process. 
  
“Gateway’s coding and documentation analysis capabilities perfectly complement Axxess’ 
current products and built-in documentation scrubbing solution, and will provide Axxess clients 
even greater visibility into their daily operations and confidence in their reporting,” said John 
Olajide, Axxess founder and chief executive officer. “Gateway has helped organizations 
throughout the country more effectively manage their business, and we look forward to this 
partnership giving our clients exposure to their capabilities.” 
 
Added Rob Drew, Gateway President and CEO: “John and his team have created next 
generation solutions to help agencies grow their business. We’re confident we can provide 
added value to Axxess clients that will help them remain compliant and get faster 
reimbursements. We look forward to working with Axxess to make sure as many agencies as 
possible can use the Gateway services to improve patient care and grow their business.” 
 
Gateway’s wide-ranging experience in the home health and hospice industry enables it to 
provide coding that earns the industry’s highest accuracy rating at the most affordable cost. In 
addition to their coding expertise, Gateway team members leverage their knowledge of 
Medicare, Medicaid and other payors’ regulations to assist with ADR, ZPIC and RAC reviews 
and appeals. Their extensive experience with administrative law judges across the country 
combined with their hands-on knowledge of home health rules and regulations leads to 
unparalleled representation and outcomes. 
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About Axxess  
 
Axxess is the fastest-growing home healthcare technology company, providing solutions that 
improve care for more than 2 million patients in North America and are trusted by more 
than 7,000 organizations. Axxess offers a complete suite of easy-to-use, innovative software 
solutions, empowering home health, home care and hospice providers to grow their business 
while making lives better. The company's collaborative culture focused on innovation and 
excellence is recognized nationally as a “Best Place to Work.” To learn more about Axxess, 
click here. 
 
About Gateway Home Health Coding & Consulting, LLC  
 
Gateway is an industry leader in coding and compliance. Our services directly affect a home 
health or hospice provider’s ability to accurately depict a patient’s current health status while 
under service, and maximize revenue and efficiency. Our mission is to provide better, faster and 
affordable coding services – all in an effort to improve agencies’ operations and bottom line. 
Gateway services easily integrate into an agency’s day-to-day process, regardless of census 
size. Gateway focuses on quality by employing a team of Certified ICD-10 and OASIS/HIS 
specialists, each with a primary education within healthcare. Gateway continuously develops 
programs to benefit post-acute care providers by aligning with other vendors that share our 
vision for better standards of care, such as Axxess, Maxwell Healthcare Associates, Excel 
Health and many more. For more information about Gateway, click here. 
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